Origin and rapid diversification of a tropical moss.
Molecular sequences rarely evolve at a constant rate. Yet, even in instances where a clock can be assumed or approximated for a particular set of sequences, fossils or clear patterns of vicariance are rarely available to calibrate the clock. Thus, obtaining absolute timing for diversification of natural lineages can prove difficult. Unfortunately, without absolute time we cannot develop a complete understanding of important evolutionary processes, including adaptive radiations and key innovations. In the present study, the coding sequence of the nuclear gene, glyceraldehyde 3-phosphate dehydrogenase (gpd), extracted from the paleotropical moss, Mitthyridium, was found to exhibit clocklike behavior and used to reconstruct the history of 80 distinct molecular lineages that cover the full geographic range of Mitthyridium. Two separate clades endemic to two geographically distinct oceanic archipelagos were revealed by this phylogenetic analysis. This allowed the use of island age (as derived from potassium-argon dating) as a maximum age of origin of each monophyletic group, providing two independent time anchors for the clock found in gpd, the final piece needed to study absolute time. Based on results from both maximum age calibrations, which separately yielded highly consistent estimates, the ancestor of this moss group arose approximately 8 million years ago, and then diversified at the rapid rate of 0.56 +/- 0.004 new lineages per million years. Such a rate is on par with the highest diversification rates reported in the literature including rapidly radiating insular groups like the Hawaiian silversword alliance, a classic example of an adaptive radiation. Using independent sources of data, it was found that neither the age nor diversification estimates were affected by the use of molecular lineages rather than species as the operational taxonomic units. Identifying the cause for this rapid diversification requires further testing, but it appears to be related to a general shift in reproductive strategy from sexual to asexual, which may be a key innovation for this young group.